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TEE ARCHITECTURAL DEVELOPMENT OP THE 

MOTION PICTURE THEATRE 

The notion picture theatre; its inception, 

subsequent growth, and development, is a product of 

less than fifty years* Thus the notion picture the¬ 

atre is an example of a phase of architecture that 

nay be definitely traced from its beginning up to 

the present day* Since it is the product of a single 

age, the study of the development of the notion pic¬ 

ture theatre in its short history should present a 

clear view of the trend of modern architecture and 

the influences which have directed this trend# 7 

The invention of the Kinetoseope by Thomas 

A# Edison in 1889 narks the first step in a series of 

events which eventually led to the establishment of 

the motion picture theatre* It is significant to note 

that Edison was primarily interested in the motion pic¬ 

ture merely as a visual accompaniment for his phono¬ 

graph, his pet interest at the time* Hence, Edison at 

the very beginning was experimenting with a coordina¬ 

tion of sight with sound for entertainment, the com- 
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bination which has reached such a high degree of per¬ 

fection to-day* 

Edison and his assistant) William K* Dickson, 

had been working since 1887 upon their motion photo¬ 

graphy device, but were threatened with failure because 

of a lack of a flexible film* They had tried heavy 

celluloid sheets but these had proved much too short 

and clumsy* Edison even tried short glass plates but 

obviously he did not consider this idea to any great 

extent* Though Goodman had in 1887 invented a suit¬ 

able film base of nitrocellulose compound, Edison 

found that the one perfected by Eastman in 1889 was more 

adaptable to his use* 

Edison first saw pictures in motion through 

his Klnetoscope ho* 1 on October 6, 1889 in his $600*00 

combination studio and projection room which, in a 

sense, thus became the first motion picture theatre* 

Although he patented his invention in the U* S* in 1891, 

neglected to do so in Europe (be thought the $150*00 

charge exorbitant) and thus left it unprotected* 
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Perhaps due to this lack of centralization in Europe, 

along with other causes, there has always been a cer¬ 

tain difference of approach to all phases of the in¬ 

dustry there, and even to the theatre itself# This 

is apparent especially in the more modern stages of 

theatre building* 

However, it takes a tremendous stretch of 

the imagination to call the Ki ne to sc ope pictures a 

motion picture theatre* This machine ran fifty feet 

of film on a spool bank and the spectator (one only) 

looked thru the peep hole and saw figures in action* 

The motion picture theatre does not actual¬ 

ly come into existence until the pictures are success¬ 

fully projected upon a screen for commercial purposes* 

After sifting the various claims of Major Y/oodville 

Latham, the lumiere Brothers, and Robert V/. Paul, Mr* 

Terry Ramsaye in his book A Million and one Bights* 

has apparently decided that the dinner of the contro¬ 

versy is only incidental, but that the location of the 

first showing is important* He says that the showing 

at Koster and Blais Music Kali in Eew York City on 
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April 23, 1896 was the beginning of commercial projec¬ 

tion on a theatre screen. With true theatrical pomp 

and ceremony this spot at 34th Street and Broadway has 

been marked by a bronze plaque* 

With this definite date as a starting point, 

the motion picture theatre was projected upon its ca¬ 

reer of rapid development from a mere room for the use 

of the vitascope to what we hope is an integral part of 

the entertainment, or at least a setting that is so 

harmonous and so techinically perfect that it serves to 

enhance the film* This was far from true of the first 

’•Theatres’», which were merely remodeled shops and 

houses* The primary interest at that time was not the 

theatre at all but the novelty of the picture itself* 

This scientific toy of the close of the 19th 

Century grew with amazing rapidity after the opening of 

the 20th Century* Technical difficulties were over¬ 

come one by one and pictures became increasingly longer 

and emphasis was placed more and more on the development 

of "story** pictures* In 1903 the growing cinema public 

was startled by "The Great Train Robbery,*» a one-reel 
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800* thriller which proved far more appealing than the 

travel picture and biographies of the Hales Tours and 

Nickelodeons* The latter was the outgrowth of the old 

amusement parks which charged no admission fee but sup** 

plied automatic machines such as cinematographs, graphop- 

hones, etc* which could be used by the patrons for a ' 

small charge* These machines were of the earliest type 

as perfected by Edison and were seen almost entirely in 

the United states* Vhen the motion picture was perfected 

to the extent that it needed housing, these earliest the- 
** 

a très were called nickelodeons since the admission charge 

was usually a nickel* 

During this formative period^.of the motion 

pictures (1896-1909) the theatre itself does not seem 

to have been considered as an architectural structure 

at all* The theatre managers and architects of the 

time did not realise that this new entertainment would 

call for an entirely new architecture, an "architecture 

of pleasure," to enhance and become a part of an art- 

form whose traditions even to-day are still in the em¬ 

bryonic state. Tents, old theatre buildings, music 

halls, even beer gardens, and most of all remodeled 

shops, served the purpose of the cinema* 
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David Kulfish says in his hook "Motion Pic-» 

ture Ttork* that the process of converting a vacant 

business house into a motion picture theatre was to 

remove the glass front and replace with a closed front 

a few feet back from the sidewalk line, into which 

were built the ticket booth, and on the inside, the 

projection operator^ booth* At the inner end of the 

room a muslin screen about three by four yards was 

stretched* The room was filled with either kitchen 

or opera chairs and a piano was placed near the screen* 
* 

This constituted the complete "motion picture theatre*" 

It is impossible to ascertain exactly when • 

the first building was designed and built expressly 

for the motion picture* Probably some were built prior 

to 19061 certainly by 1909 there were many arch the¬ 

atres in a total of 9000 motion pleutre houses in the 

United States* It is know however that in Pittsburgh 

in 1905 John P* Harris opened the first continuous- 
1 

show motion picture theatre* It seems to me that 

this would indicate a certain permanency to the indus¬ 

try that would naturally demand permanent structures 
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designed for this specific use# 

At the first, the three phases of the motion 

picture industry} the production, distribution, and 

exhibition of the films, were often managed by a single 

individual or company for greater efficiency and speed 

in distribution, and the assurance on the part of the 

manager that he would have something to show when ad¬ 

vertised. 

For instance, in 1906 Carl Laemmle started 

two rather pretentious theatres in Chicago* Poor ser¬ 

vice on delivery of films threatened his venture with 

failure, however, so he not only entered the delivery 

business, but the production business as well* This 

solved the problem of efficiency quite adequately and 

eventually led to the great theatre chains of the pre¬ 

sent day* From an architectural standpoint this link¬ 

ing of theatres led to certain likenesses in design 

and ornament in whole groups of cinemas—reaching its 

terrible culmination in the neo-classic monstrosities 

of the First World War era and then in the ‘‘atmospherics11 

of the ’Twenties* It seems that organizations of great 
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chains of theatres served to spread bad design and "giddy*1 

architecture much faster than would have occurred in in¬ 

dividually designed theatres* 

The year 1909 was a milestone in the develop¬ 

ment of the motion picture theatre* Up until that time 

the theatre had been quite small, very few ever exceed¬ 

ing 200 seats and showing short subjects almost entire¬ 

ly» thile the motion picture was not exactly frowned 

upon by polite society, nevertheless it did not occupy 

the position of the legitimate theatre and did not as 

yet have a large enough public to justify constructing 

theatres of large seating capacity* These would have 

competed with the legitimate theatre (and incidentally 

made the theatre building subject to the same fire re¬ 

strictions, etc*) making the initial cost of the the¬ 

atre very large* 

The period from 1909 to 1914 really marked 

the "growing up" of the cinema* During this era the 

cinema houses grew from small make-shift auditoriums 

to huge lavishly decorated theatres seating thousands* 

The cause of this sudden expansion was the realization 

on the part of the public that within their small "elec- 
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trie theatres’1 was to he found an art expression that 

was essentially thrt of the people. There followed a 

virtual monopoly of popular amusement by the motion 

picture industry. The techincal perfection of the 

silent productions had steadily increased until the 

feature picture was common-place rather than a novelty. 

In 1910 the first American newsreel, the 

Fathe weekly, appeared. The instantaneous popularity 

of this feature was amazing* This popularity has not 

waned in the years following. To-day we find the cul¬ 

mination of this idea in the newsreel theatres which 

have a continuous showing of newsreels only. 

In 1912 the first "Four-reeler* was shown 

at the Lyceum Theatre in Lew York City, (this was 

«Queen Elizabeth* with Sarah Bernhardt)* In 1913 

the eight-reel "Quo Vadis* appeared and by the follow¬ 

ing year feature pictures were here to stay. 

By 1913 the increasingly important movie 

audience had "come out into the open," as it were, and 

frankly preferred its own Kary Pickford to famous stage 

players. This audience was important enough to demand 
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certain comforts and essentials not to be found in the 

average converted store theatre of 1909* State govern¬ 

ments had become interested enough to pass certain fire 

laws governing projection room doors* adequate exits* 
2 

and lighting facilities* 

Another indication of the sudden tremendous 

importance of the motion picture may be found in the 

appearance of teehinical books on the mechanism and op¬ 

eration of motion picture theatres* Every infinitesimal 

phase of the industry was covered in Hr* Kulfish*s 

Motion Picture ^ork* (1913) even down to the proper 

method for a theatre manager to wish his patrons good 

night each evening* 

Such was the architectural background upon 

which the American theatre architects of 1914 had to 

work* Before them was a distinctly new problem, one 

which demanded a unique solution* A true opportunity 

to create a new architecture; an rtArchitecture of 

Pleasure*** seldom has such an opportunity been so 

completely muffed* Thomas Lamb, John Eberson, and other 

architects seem to have concentrated on preserving the 
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unities of the orders and on ever Increasing the size 

of the cinema house rather than looking for a fresh 

solution» Seating capacities grew from a few hund¬ 

red to two or three thousand} reaching a maximum in - 

the huge Capital theatre in lew York which seated 5230* 

A stuffy neo-classic style of ornament was to be seen 

everywhere* lobbies became Italian renaissance gardens 

with tons of tinted plaster violating ceilings and walls 

everywhere, not overshadowing in the least the miracles 

of academic dullness to be found on the exteriors* Per¬ 

haps this trend is merely the outward expression of a 

reactionary age, for this period shortly before the 

war became an age of "grave moral dangers for young 

persons*** Social reformers were everywhere underfoot* 

They cried out for wider seats, higher arm rests, and 

even "bouts’* of surprise illuminateion* "The ‘promis¬ 

cuity’ of holding hands, with all its legion perils to 

the adolescent soul, it was declared, must be prevented 

at all costs*** 

Such then, was the position of the motion 

picture theatre at the outbreak of the First Tor Id Tar* 
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Most of the new cinemas in this country and in England 

especially, were modelled along the garish lines of the 

Edwardian music halls of the preceeding century. In 

England, curiously enough, it was not customary to em¬ 

ploy an architect to design the cinema* Instead, the 

plans v/ere usually worked out by a surveyor, and the 

building decorated by shopfitters or uphosterers* In 

America, architects were sometimes used by the results 

obtained were also disappointing, in most cases* There 

were a few well designed cinemas to be found, however, 

but they v/ere very rare and stand out for their sim¬ 

plicity rather than their great beauty* 

v:ith the war came another surge of popular 

appreciation for the cinema*; With the attention of 

the self-appointed moral mentors distracted by other 

matters, the cinema really came into its own as an in¬ 

stitution* Hie film became an opiate that provided 

that precious hour or two of forgetfulness that every¬ 

one searched for so frantically* rtWhen the belief 

that virtue always trumphed over vice, and right over 

might, became farfetched and unreal in the face of the 
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real war horrors, Hollywood producers unfailingly proved 

that at least these dreams still came true In the world 

of make-believe*'’ At first in France and England, and 
4 

then in America the motion picture took on new signifi¬ 

cance* It became not only educational but also a power¬ 

ful instrument of propaganda, for along with providing 

soldiers a place of entertainment, the movies served to 

stiffen civilian courage with carefully edited scenes 

of glory, and incidentally to invite the investment of 

saving in War Loans# 

One aspect of the war situation may be con¬ 

sidered as a blessing in disguise* then war care the 

German people were cut off from their sources of films} 

hence they proceeded to establish an industry of their 

own* Freed from the English and American influences 

in theatre design, and actually aided by the fact that 

war stringency dictated a simpler and saner use of mat¬ 

erials, the Germans produced some very fine examples of 

the cinema that were certainly much nearer being fun¬ 

ctionally ideal* Oskar Kauftnann was one of the pione¬ 

ers of the movement, along with Freidrick Lipp, Mende 1- 

sohne, and others who are the leading European cinema 
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designers to-day# 

In America by 1916 the 9000 cinemas of 1909 

had increased to 25,000 whose average daily attend¬ 

ance was 6,000,000, representing an investment of 

$175,000,000* This figure is even more amazing when 

we realize that to-day there are only slightly more 

than 16,000 cinemas in the Country* Most of these 

theatres were built with a stage# It seems incon¬ 

ceivable at the time that vaudeville might someday 

disappear entirely} infact, some vaudeville actors 

still are not convinced# Rather complete specific¬ 

ations for theatres therefore include stage data as 

a matter of course# Careful study in design of the 

theatre for the best sight lines, seating comfort, 

etc# led to standardization of the following rules* 

(1) The theatre with combination of stage 

and movies should be of width less than 801 and the 

depth from curtain to the rear seats should be less 

than 75** If a balcony is used, the front of it 

should be more than 30* from the curtain* 
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(2) In notion picture houses built for 

movies only| the screen should be more than 35* 

and less than 85* from the projector* The most com- 

fortable seating capacity could be estimated by di¬ 

viding the area of the auditorium by six, (balcony 

by 7)* A false stage was found to be necessary In 

order to make the screen far enough away from the 

front seats to prevent distortion# By experimenta¬ 

tion it was found that the proper height of the front 

of the balcony could be worked out graphically by 

means of the following* Draw a line from the eye of 

the person in the last row of the orchestra to a 

point 3* above he top of the screen# This establish- 
5 

ed the lowest point of the balcony# 

• Thus the mechanical problems of the the¬ 

atre were rather clearly worked out while the actual 

design and ornamentation became ever increasingly in¬ 

volved and unpleasant# In Americat the following ex¬ 

amples should serve to give the general trend of de¬ 

sign} expecially on exteriors# 

(a) Thomas Lamb's P'Itinga*s Theatre, Hew 

York City* This elevation is a mixture of Italian 
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Renaissance and something not easily decipherable* 

The facade as a whole is rather plain, comparative 

ly, with ornament rather heavily concentrated around 

openings and cornices* The marque is very ornate, 

while the base of the facade is simple rustication, 

at least the visible portion ls| the greatest part 

being obscured by posters rather haphazardly placed 

along the wall* The huge rounded window above the 

marque Is surrounded by a heavy ornate mould* This 

is topped by a false cornice and then smaller windows 

which are in turn sheltered by a wide overhanging 

cornice and tile roof* In connection with the ad¬ 

vertising medium used Mr* Kulfish sayss «Managers 

are bound to make a lavish display of posters and 

will invariably cover up some architectural features 
6 

unless ample provision is made for the purpose•* 

This «evil* might well have produced more interest¬ 

ing facades than many of the carefully executed ex¬ 

amples of that time* 

(b) Loew,s National Theatre, Kew York City 

H* C* Severance and Neville and Baggs, architects. 
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This is perhaps the most typical example of the type 

theatre that was most popular, not only in the late 

* teens, but all thru the late ‘twenties as well* 

The facade is Keoclassie, very well proportioned 

and not too ornate for that style* The facing is 

of smooth stone with marble inserts* The main or¬ 

namentation is carved swags on the end panels and 

over the round headed central windows} horizontal 

mouldings at the spring line of the doors, below 

the windows, end below the frieze* The ffieze it¬ 

self is of alternating carved lion*s heads and 

dark marble Inserts* The cornice is quite elabor¬ 

ate with dentils, wide overhang, and the usual tile 

roof* This was a very fine building, a product of 

thoughtful assimilation but not, in the opinion of 

modern critics, at all suitable to the modern motion 

picture* One interesting feature is the use of the 

end bays for separate soda fountain and shops, this 

being rather like the cinemas in England at that 

time* 

(c) The Regent Theatre, New York City, 

Thomas W* Lamb, Architect* This is Venetian Renals- 
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sance at Its worst. The lower facade has nine bays, 

the center three having one large arch over them, 

topped by a central motif seen on hundreds of chur¬ 

ches in Italy and Spain. The central facade is com¬ 

posed of marble In an all-over pattern much In the 

fashion of the Doges Palace, Venice. This is broken 

by false balconies and even false colonnades and top¬ 

ped by the customary cornice treatment. 

One bright spot was the American Theatre, 

Chicago, by îîahler and Cordell. This facade definite¬ 

ly shows traces of modern thought. The materials 

used are marble and brick j the latter being confined 

to the upper portions of the structure* The propor¬ 

tions are a trifle awkward, but there Is a refresh¬ 

ing lack of elaborate ornament, and the cornice has 

been much simplified, and presents a rather nice 

silhouette* The marque too, is well handled and the 

advertising is sufficiently taken care of by small 

panel posters between each bay on the ground floor. 

The interior of the theatre of the Post War 

period cannot be dealt with in so brief a manner. 
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In the first place, the theatres that were large enough 

to be decorated were usually combination movie and 

stage shows or else they were legitimate theatre houses 

taken over by the cinema* In either case, adequate 

superlatives are not available with which to describe 

the amazing schemes of decoration carried out under 

the pseudonym of design* 

By far the most popular style ! tn interiors 

was the French Baroque or Empire, as typified by the 

huge Capitol Theatre in Few York* The Grand Foyer 

Is resplendent with rich marble wainscot, great stair¬ 

way, and balustrade* The walls are richly painted 

and decorated with plaster ornament, large mirrors, 

and murals* The celling is elaborately done in col¬ 

ored plaster coffers and the lighting Is taken care 

of by enoramous glittering chandeliers* 

The auditorium itself is of great height 

topped by a single large dome surrounded by ten 

smaller ones* Practically every inch of wall and 

ceiling surface is covered by richly painted plaster 

ornament with pilasters, fluted columns, broken ped- 
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iments, etc- giving the room the appearance of a Ren¬ 

aissance Church- AH this is beautifully done how¬ 

ever, is tremendously expensive and, at that time, 

was considered the last word in motion picture the¬ 

atre design* Ee cannot escape the fact that it was 

beautiful for its type, but we see now that all this 

sumptuousness only served to detract from the screen 

and, when talking pictures arrived, the elaborately 

broken wall surfaces played havoc with the seeoustics* 

The Capitol was completed as late as 1919} 

hence, though it is probably more expensive, it is 

not as garish as many of the other movie palaces com¬ 

pleted in the preceeding years* 

Other favorite styles of the era were the 

Adam Colonial, and the Greek and Pompeiian Revival 

which rivaled the French Baroque in splendor and 

fantasy* So many theatres were built along the same 

lines that the only way any individuality could be 

obtained was to spend more money and pile on more 

ornament* In most cases it is unfortunate that the 

extra money was available* 

At the end of the war the technique of the 
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films had advanced far enough so that even the pub¬ 

lic realized that its future held unlimited possi¬ 

bilities» All nations clamored for films» "Cinemas 

began to be built here, there and everywhere, with 

every sort of design and sometimes no design at 

all»" This statement was especially true of the 

English theatres, but architects there were not Whol¬ 

ly responsible since legitimate theatres in England 

head rarely been built by architects and this trad¬ 

ition was carried on by the cinema» 

This era saw the rise of the European 

motion picture industry» This was due to several 

causes! first, the people of the European countries 

had begun to tire of the American cowboys and moral 

pointing "melodrammers}second, the possibilities 

of the films as an agent of propoganda was not over¬ 

looked» Thus the vanquished of the First World War 
* 

had the opportunity to state their case (which had 

been denied by the Treaty of Versailles)! thirdly, 

financial stringency called for less colossal pro¬ 

ductions and less elaborate theatres than those of 

7 
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America# American architects had contributed practi¬ 

cally noting to the development of either the stage 

theatre or the motion picture house since its in¬ 

ception thirty years earlier* German architects, 

on the other hand, made rapid strides in an intel¬ 

lectual approach to the design of the cinema as 

such, and as nothing else* The main difference lay 

in the fact that American architects who were in¬ 

terested in building better theatres could find no 

clients who were interested at all, since good des¬ 

ign to them simply meant more ornamentation* 

In Germany especially, were many of the 

pioneers of modernism and concrete construction* 

The official architecture of Kaiserism, which had 

stifled the efforts of these men, came to an abrupt 

end in November, 1918* The red flag which the mut¬ 

inous bluejackets from Kiel hoisted over the Berlin 

Schlass was the signal for a revolution that was 

to prove by no means an exclusively political end 

social one* From that time on, theatre architect¬ 

ure in Germany took rapid strides in both exterior 

and interior design and in development of new mat- 
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erials and modern methods of construction* 

Vitrurius tells us that in laying out a 

new city, the theatre, or place of amusement, was 

located next after the forum, or place of business* 

This was more or less the attitude of European com¬ 

munities toward their theatres and motion picture 

houses* Thus in legitimate theatre construction 

we find the KUnstler Theatre at Munich as early as 

1908, the Volksbuhne in Berlin (1914), the National 

Theatre in Prague, and the state Theatre in Stut¬ 

tgart, all showing a definite progression in design 

away from the pedantic classicism of the preceeding 

age* The ??erkbund Theatre, built by Van de Velde, 

for the Cologne Exhibition in 1914, is the Inspir¬ 

ation of many of the better theatres of Walter Gropius, 

Poelzig, Oskar Kaufmann, and the Brothers Perret* 

Therefore, as has happened many times in 

modern American Architecture, an essentially American 

institution, growing out of American invention and 

technical skill, came to rely on European architects 

for intelligent housing* I may have placed undue em- 
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phasis here but it seems to no that over and over 

again, American architects overlook opportunities 

and then eventually take up the trend after Europe¬ 

ans have set the style. 

Design trends never actually change 

radically at any certain date} always the change 

comes gradually and a great overlapping of eras is 

evident* This is true of the period after 1920 in 

the design of the motion picture house* There were 

no less than three distinct trends in design which 

ran simultaneously thru the ’Twenties and well in¬ 

to the ’Thirties with even now a slight suspicion 

that we do not have as yet a perfect solution to 

the problem* 

The first, of course, is the old Keo- 

Classic style with its various off-shoots of 

"Egyptian Renaissance,” “Georgian Colonial,” “Span¬ 

ish Mission,” etc* Bracketed with these also must 

come the nauseating “atmospherics” dreamed up by 

Eberscn after 1923* 

The “atmospheric” was the attempt to 
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create the illusion of an outdoor scene on the in¬ 

terior of the theatre* Host popular of these "out- 

side-in" interiors was the syrupy romantic Italian 

garden scene, complete .with tinted plaster arches, 

plaster balustrades, and heavy baroque ornament 

backed by painted trees and silhoutted against a 

cloud-filled sky* The ceiling disappeared entire¬ 

ly; even to the point of carefully placed electric 

lights to simulate stars* 

John Eberson Is the architect who re- 
\ 

ceives credit for instigating this vogue in the- ’ . 

atre design. Unfortunately it spread rapidly not 

only throughout America, but also was taken up with 

alacrity by English theatre "designers**1 This rapid 

permeation was due to the spirit (still much in evi¬ 

dence) of that large part of the public which eager- 
- i 

ly devours the’"see Kaples and die" herd-nostalgia 

vdiich was even' more prevalent in England* 

This architectural indigestion was never 

popular in Germany where competent architects were 

employed as a rule and atmospheric effects were con- 
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sidered as a confession of the architects inability 

to design an appropriate setting to his proscenium 
* 

which would make a sufficiently imaginative appeal 

to the intelligent modern picture goer* 

Kberson*s Loews Paradise Theatre, Kew 

York, is a perfect exacqple of this "fake" archicet- 

ure* The worst feature of the whole business is 

the almost religious tenacity with which American 

and English architects have clung to this senti¬ 

mental style* 

The Italian Garden scene was not the 

only popular one however, for everything from Greek 

hillsides to Moorish castle ramparts (Pox Theatre, 
S 

Atlanta) were plastered to the interior walls and 

ceilings. Still to-day we are not at all surprised 

to find a "glowing" landscape of a Tuscan villa in 

Podunk Center, Illinois, or transplanted "Spanish 

patios, in the gloaming" in the middle of Stiff-Keck, 

England* Basically, the most disturbing feature of 

the style was its willful distraction of the audience’s 

attention from the sceen* The vulgar imitation of 
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palatical splendors always worked against the proper 

technical projection of the picture itself and often 

’’destroyed the atmosphere requisite to the proper 
8 

appreciation of a fine film*'* 

The second is the so-called modernistic 

style with its substitution of modernistic gewgaws 

for the gingerbread ornament of the Classicists* 
t 

This style was probably engendered by the great mod¬ 

ern artists; Cezanne, Monet, Picasso, etc#, but in 

nearly all instances the theatre, decorator has not 

only missed the original conception of the artist 

but has also ignored the basic lavs of functional 

architecture# Certainly this is a fake art, trying 

vaguely to ”imitate the purity of African negro de- 
9 

sign;” using great masses of paint, plaster, and 

crude color in an effort to conceal artistic ig¬ 

norance and initial architectural error* 

This so-called modern manner was un¬ 

modern almost before the plaster was dry* After all 
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the word "modern* was first used in the 12th Cent¬ 

ury and has been used in each succeeding era* Let 

us hope that the so-called modernist school will 

not be held as representative of our age* 

The third style is much less tangible* 

Basically this is the search for pure design in 

ornament growing out of understanding of structure* 
* 

Even as long ago as the First World War architects 

such as Kaufmann, Lipp, Gropious, Urban, and Perret 

had been groping for an architectural expression of 

the cinema that would treat each problem as a sep¬ 

arate unit, therefore calling for a separate solution 

for each, the design of ornament and structure de¬ 

pending entirely on function* This, of course, is 

the style which has finally become important to-day 

and which will develop into the true expression of 

the motion picture theatre# 
% 

Before discussing the current cinema 

types and their immediate predecessors, however, it 

will be interesting to trace the perfection of sound, 

since much of the design and even ornamentation of 

the present theétre has as its raison d* tre the 
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many peculiarities of sound 

Though Edison had experimented with a 

combination phonograph and motion picture machine; 

very little practical advance had been male until 

after the war* Mr* Hulfish has many diagrams of 

talking machines in his book and apparently some 

of them worked with varying degrees of success, but 

the general attitude of the critics seems to have 

been that sould had merely added confusion to the 

cinema* 

In 1920 Theodore Case patented his photo 

electric cell and with E* I* Sponable, found a suc¬ 

cessful method of sound recording* This was a step 

in the right direction apparently,. and in 1923 Lee 

de Forrest demonstrated a sound motion picture on 

the screen of the Revoli Theatre in New York# Com¬ 

mercial exploitation did not commence however, until 

1926, with Western Electric Vitaphone as the pioneer# 

rtThe first sound picture, Warner Brothers 

•Don Juan*, synchronized with a musical score on 

discs, was presented at Warner Theatre, in New York on 
10 

August 6, 1926 

10 
Ramsey, op* cit. 29* 
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On January 21, 1927, came the first sound on film re¬ 

cording (using the Case method)* This sane year saw 

the first film with dialogue; Warner Brothers* "The 

Jazz Singer*" Then in 1923 came the first all-talk¬ 

ing picture ("The Lights of Lew York") with its 

multiple problems of acoustics* 

By 1925 the motion picture had grown to 

be the seventh largest industry in the country* So 

important had this industry become that many of the 

leading architects of the day had become "specialists" 

in the design of theatres (with varying degrees of 

success architecturally)* Some good features and 

many unnecessary ones resulted from this specializ¬ 

ation* 

Almost from the beginning the architects 

had felt that the motion picture theatre was unique 

in its single purpose, to amuse and attact the pub¬ 

lic* They felt that a certain feeling of intimacy 

and even ownership was essential to attract the cus¬ 

tomers* However naively this idea was expressed, 

it was considered as fundamental, and has remained 

so until the present day* This may not seem important 
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superficially, but actually this personal approach 

to the problem has succeeded at last in creating a 

type of architecture that will be a true expression 

of the notion picture# 

I feel that the approach to the problem 

was excellent but the results were monstrous due 

to the fact that architects convinced themselves 

that the proper method of pleasing the public was 

by educating it to admire an academic copy of the 
<• ^ i- . 

architecture of another day# Then the so-popular¬ 

ized French Baroque, Hdam Colonial, or Greek and 

Pompeiian revival of the decade prior to 1925, was 

in turn several criticized by Bbcrson and other 

advocates of the "atmospherics’* and the public was 

forced to swallow this new monstrosity as a relief 

from the over abundant gold and glitter of its for¬ 

erunners# 

The "atmospherics'* were in turn critized 

by the modernistics, who deliberately bend over back¬ 

ward in escaping the sentimentalism of the former* 

These extreme modernists were quickly out-dated and 
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are rapidly being replaced by either the German 

"new-baroque “ or the modern American* 

Then we consider that all these develop¬ 

ments have occurred in two decades, then we must 

hesitate in proclaiming any present trend as the 

proper and fitting one for the future for, after 

all, each era must have felt the same way about 
* * 

its style» Perhaps the best solution is to del¬ 

iberately figure on having to remodel or build a 

new every eight or ten years in order to keep pace 

with current public taste. 

There were some happy exceptions to 

the general run of poor theatres of the era in 

the middle ’twenties» It may be unfair to say so 

but It appears that the chosen style of these ex¬ 

ceptions seemed to happen to be appropriate to 

their surroundings by chance rather than by good 

design» 

One of these exceptions was the Fort 

Armstrong Theatre, Rock Island, Illinois, by Gervin 

and Ilorn, Architects* In this instance the Indian 

motif* was used in the design of all the ornament* 
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Some of the detail is quite nice and the whole th¬ 

eme fits rather well with its location, which is 

the real heart of the Indian country and fairly 

breathes Indian lore* The outer lobby and foyer 

are refreshingly plain .and the auditorium is not 

too unpleasant* The planning as a whole is not 

impressive, but the architects did have the in¬ 

telligence not to use a center aisle apd thus 

lose the best seats* This is more than can be 

said of the Capitol in l»ew York, the Capitol in 

Chicago, the Pycadelly in Hew York, and many others* 

The facade shows that some study was given to it, 

but it has not escaped entirely from the fussiness 

of the age* 

Cf the smaller motion picture theatres, 

one of the cleverest in Alfred Jacob’s Winema The¬ 

atre .in Scotia, California* The exterior is cal¬ 

led "lÿrolean* in feeling but it seems to harmon¬ 

ize rather well in spite of it* The plan is good 

as for circulation but the interior is terribly 

cut up by heavy trusses simulating more Tyrolean, 
11 

I suppose* The acoustics suffered in proportion* 
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Then hard-headed theatre managers and the 

public finally realized that the talking picture 

was more than a passing fancy, there was an immediate 

reaction seen in the architecuie of the motion pic¬ 

ture theatre* ?.lth this realization there came a 

wave of theatre building in which the architects 

were bent on designing houses either for the leg¬ 

itimate theatre alone or simply for the motion 

picture* 

This new unity of thought had several 

causes* For one thing, the absolute necessity of 

good acoustics for the talking picture made plain- 

walled interiors and careful choice of materials 

not only desirable, but imperative* For another 

thing, the addition of speech to the film made it 

a more complete entertainment* ITo longer were ac¬ 

tors "in the flesh* necessary* 

Another fact which served to draw the 

motion picture theatre farther from the legitimate 

theatre was the revival of interest in the.'iesign 

of the latter in the United States* Tinder the 
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leadership of Joseph Urban, Thomas Lamb, (shorn 

of his Heo-Classicism) and others, there was a re- 

awakening of interest about 1929 In the theatre 

built on the old Greek plan} that is, the theatre 

preserved the sensation that the actor played with¬ 

in the space where the audience sat# Again, archi¬ 

tects were interested in building theatres around 

the two major requisites} to hear well, and to see 

well* The resultant auditorium shapes were not 

suitable to the motion picture theatre# 

This difference between the motion pic¬ 

ture and the legitimate theatre was quickened by 

the growing practise of designing the latter to 

suit a certain type of entertainment* For example, 

the Ziegfeld Theatre in Few York was designed ex¬ 

pressly for modem musical shows; hence the key¬ 

note of the ornamentation is its brilliance and 

gaiety# The scheme is a single gay mural paint¬ 

ing which covers the entire room* The elevation 

is conceived as a kind of glorified poster which 

Is impressive whether we like it or not* 

An entirely different approach is used 
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by Joseph Urban in his proposed Metropolitan Opera 

House* Many architects seemed to actually get 

the inspiration to design theatres with a view to 

the purpose for which they were inten ed* This 

spirit was reflected in the design of . motion pic-» 

ture houses of that period* 

The Paramount Theatre at Palm Beach 

was designed with a careful consideration of the 

setting and purpose involved* There real estate 

was not at the premium it enjoyed in more crowded 

areas* Life itself was leisured and sunny* The 

beauties of nature; the palms; distances; and the 

deep blue sky might be used as a part of the ar¬ 

chitect’s decoration* The architecture of the the¬ 

atre was accordingly simple, spacious, Southern, 

and *a part of the life about rather than an escape 
12 

from it** 

The theatre is approached thru an arcade 

and patio of luxurious shops which enhance the sun¬ 

lit exterior scheme* This is «atmospherics* in a 

more justifiable sense* 

3$ 
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The interior is dark green, silver-cool, 

and confortable» The auditorium plan is fan shaped 

with the screen at the handle of the fan* This 

provides fairly good vision and fine acoustical pro¬ 

perties* 

The exterior is not sensationally good 

and the advisability of using murals of any kind on 

the side walls is questioned by present-day design¬ 

ers* nevertheless this theatre represents a step 

in the right direction and will serve as a good ex¬ 

ample of clear thinking in motion picture theatre 

design in 1930* 

For several years following 1930 there 

was an under-1? e-surface debate raging between the 

advocates of the ultramodern side of contemporary 

architecture and-those concerned with it perpetua¬ 

ted that "it was inspiration that tradition gave 
13 

and by which it perpetuated itself," and not by 

a pattern to be copied* They believed that none 

of the styles of the past were moribund and that 
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the secret of the inspiration v;as not copyism but 

a recognition of beauty as the thing of most im¬ 

portance* 

The attitude of the modernist, as ty¬ 

pified by Frank Lloyd bright, was that no archit¬ 

ecture of any other age could better express the 

age than the architecture of the age itself* 

♦’Creation knows imitation only as a fora of self¬ 

abuse* This age is an age of the individual, sup- 
14 

reme as such in a life that he can call his own** 

He believed that nothing but the working of prin¬ 

ciple was the safe and true tradition* “Until the 

dead-past has buried its dead, life is poisoned 
IS 

and itself dies of its own dead*” 

The position of the architecture of the 

motion picture theatre in this sort of debate is 

perfectly clear* The movies are too young to have 

any tradition; any attempt at borrowing traditions 

from the past would be simply a degeneration into 
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sentimentality# Although I suspect that many of 

the more ardent advocates of the modern trend are 

guilty of talcing advantage of an opportunity to 
* 

n * 

"be different'* rather than just expressing orig¬ 

inal ideas, they were nevertheless on the right 

track as far as motion picture theatre architecture 

is concerned# llfoether it he the ideal of liberty 

7 as suggested by '.‘«right or the structural hypothes¬ 

is of Keatra or le Corbusiar, that is the basis 

of modern theatre architecture, the fact remains 

that it will take a, unique mode of expression,^ ^ne 

that will be a part and an expression of the life 

of to-day because it has grown up in our generation# 

In spite of the good background of modern 

thought and approach of 1930, there were very few 

motion picture houses worthy of the name built in 

the following six years# Hr# P# M. Shand says 

there was an important picture house opened every 

week but only once a year a Cinema was completed 
16 

that was important architecturally# 

Criticism of the field in general was es¬ 

pecially bitter at this tine# An editorial in the 

16 
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Architectural Journal said, "There are cinemas in 

which a quantitative excess of architecture tries 

to make up for a qualitative proverty that is pit¬ 

iable* There are others in which to witness a film 

is like eating out of a newspaper*" 

Perhaps the most interesting and certain¬ 

ly the most ambitious undertaking in motion picture 

building in the United States at the time was the 

International Music Hall in Rockefeller Center 
♦ 

which was begun in 1932* Although 'ngt strictly a 
. « ** » 

motion picture house since it is equipped with stage 

for vaudeville, nevertheless it is a definite link 

in the development of the movie into large scale enter- 

prize* The tremendous size of this amazing structure 

is not its only contribution to the advancement of 

thought in theatre design* 

In the first place this building is a so¬ 

lution of the problem of combining the movie house 

and the office building in one structure for a crow¬ 

ded metropolitan area* At the front is a thirty 

story office building with the entrance, the grand 
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foyer, elevators, lounges, etc* for the theatre con¬ 

tained in the lower floors* The steel columns which 

support the side of the office building also serve 

as supports for the rear of the theatre* The office 

building, .however, does not extend over any portion- 

- of the theatre proper# • . 
t 

TKe-main auditorium is approximately 

175* from curtain line to rear wall and is 200* 

wide*. There are three balconies and the seating 

capacity is over 6000* . The structural design was 
* 

rather uhique .because the important structural nerab- 

ers, the trusses^ had to be very heavy to support 

great weights and span long distances* A further 

reason for their weight was that the entire roof 

was to be lardscaped with gardens and fountains, 

thus adding greatly to the dead load* 

The auditorium floor is the usual dish¬ 

shaped type and the lighting is well handled by use 

of coves facing the proscenium in the suspended 

ceiling* The side walls are curved outward from 

the proscenium in a series of soft breaks which con- 
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tinue the coves of the ceiling and are so designed 

for better acoustics. The screen is of great size 

and is sufficiently separated from the first row 

of seats by a rether Irrge orchestra pit# 

Continuing the "grand manner* in which 

the theatre is designed, the foyer ia 40* wide and 

80* high in the central portion and extends across 

the entire rear end of the auditorium. The three 

mezzanines extend across the entire width of the 

auditorium and are as shallow in vertical depth 

as it was reasonably possible, from a structural 

standpoint, to moke them. 

This is an interesting example of a 

very special type of theatre architecture that 

would not be a solution of an ordinary theatre 

problem. It Is honestly a show place, depending 

for success upon its overpowering dramatic effect 

of majestic size. 

Before mentioning the European motion 

picture theatres of the time, there is a small group 

of American architects which must be considered for 

its'intelligent approach to the problem* 
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Foremost among these men was Ben Be Blonder 

of ITew York, who developed a method of calculating 

the sight lines for houses which were used exclusive¬ 

ly for motion pictures* He evolved not only a system 

of parabolic curves for calculating the usable areas 

in a horizontal sense but also a similar system de¬ 

termining. the usable areas in a vertical sense. The 

latter, he called the "parabolic reverse floor system" 
17 

and had it patented. 
t 

Schlanger found that the requirements of 

vision, acoustics, and the comfort of the patron 

were doubly important and subject to precise adjust¬ 

ment in the case of the motion picture theatre* If 

necessary it was found that the acoustics of the 

legitimate theatre could be improved to accomodate 

the audible screen performance but in the natter of 

proper vision, the vasic form of the legitimate the¬ 

atre was unsuitable for, and difficult to adopt to 

motion picture production. 

Ben Schlanger, "Kew Buildings For the Cinema"t 
Architectural Forum, September 1932, 253* 



The reason for this is obvies* Viewing 

a stage performance is similar to seeing things in 

real life, wherein the action takes place in a part¬ 

icular place and the spectator may be in any one of 

a variety of positions and still get his o\m per¬ 

spective view of the performance. In the movie, on 

the other hand, the camera becomes the eyes of all 

the spectators and transfers many views to a two- 

dimensional surface, the motion picture screen* 

Thus the spectator at the movies must be seated 

within a confined area suitable for viewing the two- 

dimensional screen surface* The spectators vision 

must not be additionally fore-shortened or converged 

by this double perspective* 

' By much experimentation it was found 

that the usable areas in a horizontal sense were to 

be found within a portion bounded by lines at the 
o 

side of the screen and 15 to the perpendicular* 

Though a much larger auditorium area has been used 

in the past, it was found to be ui desirable to do so* 
-i 

Schlanger believed that a scientific adj¬ 

ustment of the floor slopes, balcony pitches, sight 
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lines, and individual chair b^ck pitches was needed 

to insure the patron1 s comfort. Te found that the 

old type of orchestra floor which slopes up from 

the st'ge was terribly inefficient for the cinema. 

This was because it did not allow for proper vision 

design of seating areas; and because it did not 

permit the proper seat and chair back angles needed 

for the spectatore comfort. 

The parabolic reversed floor system as 

suggested by Schlanger proposed to bring the hight 

point instead of the low point of the floor nearest 

the screen. This was to allow a systematic tilt¬ 

ing of the chairs on the reversed orchestra floor 

slope. The idea was that the spectator would then 

be able to obtain a good view without tilting his 

head back. 

Mary of Mr* Schlanger’s contemporaries 

did not share his views on this however* Mr. P* 

Morton Shand for one said, "The rising orchestra 

floor is only a silly sort of circus conjurors 

trick, as functionally useless as the now obsolete 
18 

revolving stage.n 

18 
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Hr* Schlanger believed that the screen 

should "be large enough to dominate the whole for¬ 

ward wall of the auditorium so that the spectator 

car. feel that he is actually incompassed in the 
19 

action which he views*" As the new l^rge screen 

was not possible in the average theatre due to 

balcony obstructions, unsuitable floor slopes, etc*, 

he advanced this as a further arguement for his re¬ 

verse floor principle* 

I believe that the trend in the last few 

years has shown that Schlanger was on the right track 

but the consensus of opinion now among leading arch¬ 

itects seems to indicate that a compromise between the 

downward and upward sloping floor the best solution# 
«1 

In the study of acoustics for the motion 

picture theatre, Paul E* Sabine of the Biverbank 

Laboratories states that rooms were rendered acoust¬ 

ically good through the absence of defects rather 

than by the possession of positive virtues* He noted 

Schlanger, loc* cit*, 255* 



that the trend of the time was toward much larger 

houses intended for a variety of uses* In spite 

of the fact that his prediction in this matter has 

proved to be quite inacurate, Mr* Sabine*s rules 

for acoustical design are still applicable to-day* 

1* Side walls and ceiling in front of 

room should reflect sould at neraly glancing angles 

to the sides and rear of the room* 

2* Extended curved wall or ceiling sur¬ 

faces, particularly those with curvatures in two 

places, should not have centers on axes of curvatures 

that fall on the stage or near any portion of the 

audience* 

3* The average ceiling height should be 

determined by the number of seats, so that cubic 

contents per seat is not greater than about 200 

cubic feet* 

4* The total sound absorbing power should 

be such that with the average audience present the 

reverberation time computed by the reverberation for- 
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mula will fall within the range of acceptable values 

for a room having the volume of the proposed room» 

5# Upholstered seats should be specified 

in rooms in v/hich frequent small audience use is to 

be expected# 

V 
The above principles of good theatre-des» 

ign were incorporated rather successfully in the 

Thalia Theatre, Eew York, by Mr* Schlanger end R# 

Irrera# The parabolic reverse floor system was 

tried here for the first time* 

I have already mentioned the fact that 

progress in the design of the foreign cinema seemed 

to be much more rapid than design in either America 

or England# Germany was the most progressive of all 

in the years after the war in the study of pure fun» 

ctional architecture# The entirely different aspect 

of the German and American movies may be traced as 

-:r back as the failure of Edison to patent his de¬ 

vice abroad* Lacking the sort of international bond 

which this would have resulted in, the German film 

turned very early to regarding the cinema as a ve- 
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hide of modern culture rather than a mere stimulus 

to modern sensationalism* 

This new point of view led to the logical 

and fearless use of concrete to the fullest limits 

of its constructive and plastic potentialities# 

This was perhaps a reflection of the practice of us¬ 

ing only fully qualified architects in Germany, be¬ 

lieving* that these architects with a free hand would 

turn out suitable buildings that v/cre not only econ¬ 

omical- but also would prove to be good investments* 

German Lichtspie houses were successful 

in expressing the spirit of their agi* and no other 

in the most direct and telling mariner* They cost 

less than English or American houses, yet they are 

very bit as comfortable and far more stimulating 

architecturally* 

I do not believe however, that German 

architects have ever reached a perfect solution of 

the motion picture theatre* They purged the Keo- 

classic monstrasities and escaped the qually obnox¬ 

ious atmospherics” it is true, but in nearly every 
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instance, either by stressing functionalism to the 

extent of stifling beauty altogether, or by inculc¬ 

ating so much neo-baroque theatrical ornamentation 

that the effect is distrubing, they managed to fall 

short of perfect design, in ay opinion* 

German political history has had a trem¬ 

endous effect on the country*s architecture in general* 

In the first place, the stringency caused by poverty 

after the war led to a great development of funct¬ 

ional architecture* This phase, in it3 bleakest 

form could not last due to the romantic background 

of the people as a Whole* with the advent of the 

Hitler reigme there was a further dabbling in arch¬ 

itecture by politicos with the idea of creating a 

national architecture to promote the approved cul¬ 

ture* This was done in the manner that the Rus¬ 

sians used, but were the letter went more or less 

classical and succeeded in creating a cold academic 

type, the German developed with the idea that struc¬ 

ture alone, is not enoughj that beauty of form and 

ornament is essential, else the building is not ar¬ 

chitectural* Their romantic traditions must be 
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drawn upon for inspiration in ornament* This can 

very easily go too f-r but if a happy mean between 

the two can be reached, then architecture in general 

will have passed a new milestone* 

Among the most worthy of the German cinemas 

of the time is the Universum Cinema, Berlin, Erich 

Mendelsohn, architect* The auditorium interior has 

long flowing lines which are very snappy and the use 

of light and shade contrast is spectacular, to say 

the least* The entrance foyer is of clean design 

but I think a little on the barren side* 

The Titania-Palast, Berlin} use^ of night 

lighting is very effective on the facade* 

The Deli Breslau, Han Peolzig Int, use of 

concrete# 

Cines Berlin, Oskar Kauftaann, architect} 

Exterior of considerable charm# 

iiercedes-Palast Utrechter, Strasse, Berlin 

Fritz ^lms, architect} use of facade for poster dis¬ 

play. 
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In France very little has been done in 

theatre design# With the exception of the imposing 

Theatre Figalle in Paris by Charles Secies, France 

is strangely void of either good or bad theatres* 

The Pigalle is very interesting as an experiment 

since the Baron Eenri de Rothschild was willing to 

supply almost unlimited money in order to construct 

the most up-to-date theatre in the world# The re¬ 

sult was a beautiful modern building which was re¬ 

plete with every convenience and handsome decoration 

for the comfort and pleasure of the patrons# The 

most obvious of the innovations was the use of extra 

wide spacing between rows of seatsj actually each 

passageway is an aisle, thus eliminating barked 

shins, bad dispositions^etc*, and there are wide 
* ' 

seats which are really ana charis large enough for 

the comfort of persons of considerablé girth* 

This theatre is well conceived and quite 

imposing but as an investment venture it would hard¬ 

ly be sensational* 

Since 193S the American motion picture 

house has developed along certain lines which seem 
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to indicate very definite trends in design for the 

future * 

The most emphatic and certainly most 

easily detected trend in design has to do with lo¬ 

cation and size* In exact oppostion of the situation 

in 1930, the movement in theatre design is away from 

the crowded urban areas and toward a great rise of 

the "neighborhood" theatre* The smaller theatre 

has finally come into its own* Other than for use 

as an oddity or sideshow attraction for a crowded 

city, the movie house of three to six thousand seat¬ 

ing capacity Is a thing of the past* 

I believe that the prime reason for this 

exodus of movies to the suburbs and to a smaller 

type is merely a reflection of the age in which we 

live* The movie has been adopted by the public as 

its characteristic amusement form and has become as 

as much a part of life as the U-Tote-M grocery store 

or ice cream dispensary* The general aura of in¬ 

formality of the neighborhood theatre seems to ap¬ 

peal to this vast movie going audience, which is 

predominantly a youthful one* The possiblity of 

better parking facilities in the suburbs along with 
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the new realistic attitude of the public toward ar¬ 

chitectural forms have practically overridden the 

lure of the bright lights and gaudy interiors of 

the larger down-town, movie* 

Statistics compiled by the Society of 

Motion Picture Engineers prove this trend beyond a 

doubt* For every 100 theatres built since 1933 

there has been 18 of less than 500 seating capâ- . 

city, 59 in the 500-1000 class, 20 from 1000-1500, 

and only 3 above that figure* The average house 

was of 623 capacity and the maximum size for ideal 

visual conditions was found to be 1000* Houses 
20 

below 500 were uneconomical* 

Several conclusions may be drawn from 

this trend as noted* Experience has shown that 

wherever a "neighborhood” theatre has been built, 

a "community center" has developed in a short while 

This Indicates that either the theatre must be desi 

gned as à central unit of a group project or else 

be placed in a large restricted setting to insure 
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privacy# The latter is a perfectly swell idea aes¬ 

thetically but I am aftaid that it will not appeal 

to the mercenary sense of the owner# 

Considering the modern movie house as a 

part of a community center it appears to me that 

houses of the future will be designed as units of 

the proposed group and designed by competent ar¬ 

chitects as such and not by so-caled specialists 

of one company# I think that the youthful theatre 

audience is intelligent enough to realize that it 

has the right to demand beauty as well as comfort 

in its theatre# I have seen a keen public interst 

in not only the general design of the theatre but 

also in the new materials for floors, walls, ceil¬ 

ings, stairs, acoustics, and above all the new 

methods of lighting as employed by alert architects# 

The idea that modern architecture and modern decora¬ 

tion are expressions of this generation's own ideals 

is not far-fetched# 

Carefully tabulated statistics show that 

the motion picture theatre has a drawing power of 

about 10 years, after which time modernization is 
21 

imperative if patronage is to be maintained# This 
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This would indicate that roughly 1500 theatres are, 

or should be, redesigned annually- I think that 

this is too radical a view, certainly if an owner 

must contemplate his venture to be so unstable, 

then he will not feel justified in a large initial 

outlay- I believe that a theatre designed with 

attention focused on the definite standards which 

determine optimum visual and auditory characteris¬ 

tics may have anticipation of a longer life by 

occasional addition of newlÿ perfected equipment- 

,«* * * * 

All patrons "expect proper vision of the 

screen image, true reproduction of sound effects, 

and those comforts as will enable them to give 

their undivided attention to the production* * 

The most important of these characteris¬ 

tics I consider to be location, size, shape, seat¬ 

ing, accessory planning, equipment, and materials- 

The factors determining the cinema lo¬ 

cation are: accessibility, land costs, and poten¬ 

tial patronage- This had not changed since the day 

of Kr. Eulfish*s treatise on the subject* The de- 
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cision as to value of one site over another is pure¬ 

ly a mathematical question of weighing the land 

costs against the potential patronage and should 

not be difficult to arrive at, but certainly should 

be the first step in the design of the theatre* 

As to the size, experience has indicated 

that the best results will be obtained in a com¬ 

paratively small house of about 600 seats* There 

must be a minimum amount of cubic feet per seat, 

this is for economy and also for minimum mainten¬ 

ance charges. I feel that the smaller theatre will 

be even more prevalent in the future unless some 

unforeseen invention radically changes the trend* 

Motion picture theatres auditoriums ap¬ 

proaching an elongated rectangle in plan and section 

are more desirable for visionary and acoustical 

reasons than the nearly square shapes of stage the¬ 

atres* The shape is determined by fixing visual 

standards for each viewer* This is in turn depend¬ 

ent on the proper projection characteristics of 

screen illumination and reflective qualities, magni¬ 

fication of film, etc* 
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The use of a balcony seems Indicated, as 

a single-level theatre requires more ground area 

and causes elongation, excessive viewing distances, 

and large screen images* I think that it is pos¬ 

sible to obtain more pleasing effects in a single- 

level theatre, but it is not usually as economical* 

The seating arrangement must be worked 
22 

out as shown in the diagram* The previously pop¬ 

ular "second-row" vision wherein a patron looks be¬ 

tween the two seats in the row in front, and over 

the heads of the patrons two rows ahead is definite¬ 

ly bad gnd should not be considered* I think the 

best floor slope to be had is a combination of 

Schlanger*s inverse parabolic floor slope end an 

upward slope at the rear of the auditorium and 

staggered seats os used in Erik Bryggman*s Cinema 

in Turku, Finland* 

Seat measurments back to back should be 

38" with 34" as an absolute minimum* Spacings from 

center to center of arm block should be 22"* seats 

See Diagram 
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should be of the automatic spring-back type and 

should be tilted at proper angle for best vision* 

As for the planning of the lounge are as , 

foyers, etc*, diagrams serve as best illustrations 

for traffice control, etc* The lounge areas serve 

to separate the toilets from the seating* At least 

two such areas should be provided for houses of 600 

or more and should be visible from the circulating 

areas* Property designed and lighted standee rails 
23 

are essential as well as ornamental* 

Screens should average 18,-6’* wide and 

13*-5rt high* A space of 5* is required in back of 

the screen for installation of sound equipment* 

The location of the ticket office depends 

on space available and on study of traffic condit¬ 

ions, etc* I do not believe that the suburban the¬ 

atre of the future need place the ticket booth on 

the sidewalk because the patrons go to the show 

with the idea of entering and do not need the add¬ 

ed salesmanship of a box office stuck under the nose 
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of the passer-by* In fact, I believe that an ad¬ 

aptation of the continental custom of using an 

open counter convenient to the manager’s office 

will suffice for the smaller theatre of the fut¬ 

ure and will achieve a certain "intimate* atmos¬ 

phere for which theatre builders have striven since 

the days of the nickelodeon* 

The lighting of the theatre of the fut¬ 

ure will, in my opinion, be the one factor which 

can decide whether the design is "hot" or somewhat 

less than mediocre* Lighting in a motion picture 

house must serve three distinct purposes: 

1* Emergency and decorative lighting 

available or used during screen presentation# 

2* Lighting needed during Intermission, 

usually for only a minute or less, and frequently 

without interruption of the performance* 

3* Lighting of sufficient intensity 

needed for announcements, clearing the house, or 

other rare occasions* 
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During the presentation the light re¬ 

flected from the screen is sufficient for the front 

half of the auditorium. In utilizing the screen- 

reflected light, it is important that areas sur¬ 

rounding the screen should not cause a lack of 

clarity in the projected image# Surfaces next to 

the screen should be shaped as shown in the diag¬ 

ram so as to enhance the image# The rear portion 

should be lighted by sources placed out of the spec¬ 

tator’s normal range of vision} either at the junc¬ 

ture of side wall and ceiling or from coves in the 

ceiling* The side walls are not usually successful 

lighting places bec&use ^hey disturb concentration 

on the screen, although some rather happy results 

have been obtained by using concealed lighting under 

the handrail, which is placed below the normal level 

Of the spectator’s eye# 

The lighting during the performance should 

consist of a low intensity evenly diffused bath of 

light completely covering all surfaces in view, rath¬ 

er than either complete darkness or ‘’spotty” light¬ 

ing# In connection with this I think that the so- 
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called "black light" now being experimented with in 

this country and in England may hold the key to the 

problem* 

"Black light is harmless, invisible ultra** 

violet radiation which is used to produce luminous 
24 

effects by energizing fluorescent materials*" It 

has many properties, including that of affecting 

certain materials in such a way as to make them 

glow and give off visible light* It may be used 

with gratifying results in lobby and foyer poster 

displays} for illumination of screen surroundings 

to soften picture contract} for aisle and exit li¬ 

ghting, and for special lobby displays and decorations* 

This is an interesting new medium for the architect, 

but it must be handled skillfully to get the best 

results* 

Intermission lighting at the present time 

is not important but I believe that it will become 

more so in the future* If film producers consider 

that the larger productions which require inter¬ 

missions are profitable, we may see certain changes 
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in theatre design to reflect the change In movie 

types* The addition of the intermission period would 

tend to make the movie house more like the stage 

house in function; hence would call for greater 

circulation areas, foyers, lounger, etc* I don*t . 

see that this would help the movie 'house in economy 

and X think the addition of decoration possibilities 

for the illumination at the intermission would soon 

get out of control as it has done so often in the 

past* One good feature which would dvelop from 

this innovation as I see it, .would be the incorpora¬ 

ting of a soda fountain or bsr into the design of 

the building itself for use during the intermission* 

This would be an offspring of the Continental pra¬ 

ctice of placing a cafe or restaurant on the mezzanine . 

floor* This v/ould eliminate to a certain extent 

the possibility of soft drink emporiums of various 

design springing up in areas surrounding the cinema* 

Emergency lighting should be carried on 

a separate circuit which is powered by automatic bat¬ 

tery systems, Diesel engines, genirators, etc* State 

codes call for certain height lighted exit signs 
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(usually about eight inches)» 

Brilliant light in foyers and circulât» 

ing areas is not objectionable but recent theatres 

have a tendency to use too much light and color in 

lounges* It is true that the lounge is the logical 

place to use colored lighting and wall decoration 

to full effect but corrent designers have a tend» 

ency to try for trick effects rather than an simple 

tonal harmony for best experession of the wall de» 

coration (if any) and material texture* I believe 

that expectancy of the spectacular which was sati¬ 

ated once by the "atmosperics* is likely to show 

itself again in a desire for trick lighting* 

Stair_ways are still lighted by the sli¬ 

ghtly trite but very pleasing use of metal handrails 

containing indirect lighting* 

The design of the projection room is much 

more involved than casul observation would Indicate* 

Not only must rigid State laws governing ventila¬ 

tion, fire protective measures, and materials be 

considered, but also rewinding facilities, film 
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storage, toilets, and much special equipment must 

be Intelligently arranged* 

It is fitting to discuss the proper ac¬ 

oustical details with the study of the ornament 

treatment of the auditorium interior because each 

of the two is dependant upon the other for some of 

its characteristics* For instance, I believe that 

emotional control of the spectator»s attention 

focus to the screen can be best obtained by a series 

of soft curves from the proscenium to the normal 

width of the auditorium* This Is not only the 

pleasantest transition method aesthetically, but 

also is the best acoustical design since “non- 

parallelism and Irregularity of surfaces are fund¬ 

amental elements favorable affecting the control 
25 

of sound**’ These wall surfaces near the proscenium 

seem to be the last stand of the interior decora¬ 

tion enthusiasts* Now that public taste has been 

raised to the point of disapproving the distrubing 

over-ornate side wall decorations of the past few 

years, some designers still persist in splashing 
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gaudy murals on the curved surfaces near the screen» 

I realize that there will be a difference of opin¬ 

ion or this, but I cannot understand why murals of 

any kind are necessary when a beautifully textured 

plain wall is more effective and less disturbing» 

In technical consideration of the sound 

effectiveness) the most important factor is the 

cubical content of the auditorium in relation to the 

seating capacity* «Cubic foot volume per seat de¬ 

termines reverberation characteristics: ie. large 

volume per seat results in long reverberation time 

and short volume per seat vice versa) which may re- 
26 

suit in total elimination of acoustical teatment»* 

Reduction in volume will permit the use of a more 

economical sound system since the power output must 

be increased for greater volume to insure the proper 

level of sound over the entire seating area» 

According to tir» C» C» Potv/in of the El¬ 

ectrical Research Products, inc», the volume for an 

average auditorium should not exceed 150 eu» ft* per 
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seat* Volume below this limit will determine the 

extent to which sound absorbing materials can be 

eliminated* 

ufe have already noted that the best 

plan and section requirements for good vision and 

aesthetic properties roughly approaches the rect¬ 

angle* This holds true for sound as well* Mr* 

Potwin has evolved the ratio of widths to lengths 

to fall between the limits of 5*7 and 1*2* vihere 

the r?>tio Is greater than 1*2 the room becomes a 

"shooting gallery** and when surfaces are strictly 

parallel a multiplicity of sound reflections are 
27 

created between the walls* lïhen the ratio is less 

than 5*7 the floor plan approaches a square and 

there is resulting inadequate sound coverage for 

the side sections towards the front of the seat¬ 

ing area and too high a level of sound reflection 

from the rear wall* 

In section the rectangle is more perfect 

acoustically because excessive ceiling heights con¬ 

tribute to a long reverberation time, and excessive¬ 

ly low ceiling heights make for rapid deminution in 

See Diagram* 



sound level from front to rear# On the basis of 

the 5:7 ratio floor plan, the average auditorium 

height should he one-half the width, while the 1:2 

ratio calls for a height c'"* two-thirds the width# 

Surfaces (or sections of surfaces) 

should disperse or break up the increments of sound 

energy which fora the direct wave pattern-and also 

control the destination of both beneficial and harm¬ 

ful sound reflections* In this respect a balcony 

id very useful in breaking the sound wave in pattern 

before it strikes the rearwall surface and consequ¬ 

ently both the power and magnitude of the wave are 

diminished* ’«all or ceiling irregularity may take 

the form of angular sections; convex curvatures, 

or non-symmetrical broken off-sets# Generally the 

width of an angular or convex section will not be 

greater than 10* and will vary from one to two in¬ 

ches in projection In turn, the surface of these 

projections may also be broken for extremely high 

frequencies* Sound reflections may be controlled 

by use of reflecting materials around the screen 

to insure fullness and naturalness of tome with 
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absorption of these reflections at their second 

incidence at points outside the seating area* 

One of the nicest solutions of the prob¬ 

lem, both from the acoustical standpoint and the 

utility and beauty as well, may be seen at the 

Kordic Theatre, Marquette, Michigan* M* M* Eare, 

Architect* A sloping glass screen was placed at 

the rear of the auditorium which reflects sound 

waves to the acoustically treated celling, where 

they are absorbed* This glass also serves to al¬ 

low standees to view the screen without annoying 

the audience* 

The exterior design still remains the 

great enigma of motion picture theatre architecture* 

Modern methods and materials suggest that there is a 

good solution possible in the near future* However, 

thin is the most difficult aspect of the design to 

analyze because there are few cut and dried princi¬ 

ples to work upon* Each building presents a differ¬ 

ent problem since each site is different} each in- 

viroment and requirement is different* Each must 
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have a separate and distinct solution# So as to get 

some, order in this analysis we must first consider 

the essentials of the facades 

(1) Form should reflect to a certain de¬ 

gree the interior auditorium* This is not necessar¬ 

ily curved but some clever solutions have been* 

(2) A marqua seems to be necessary but 

flush panel lighting is far superior to the hold¬ 

over myriad lamp system* 

(3) Fleure scent lighting for night arch¬ 

itecture is essential but the lighting should fol¬ 

low structure rather than break it up# 

(4) If sign posters are demanded they 

should be kept inside the outer foyer or in small 

panels under the marquee, inculcated in the general 

design (the complete absence of posters on the ex¬ 

terior will not be frowned upon*) 

The marquee should be designed so that 

the inevitable sign on the fascia will not clash 

with the rest of design* vhere sufficient land is 
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available, I believe that an advertising medium may 

be in the form of a screen placed in front of the 

theatre and showing, by concealed projectors, in¬ 

formation and scense from the current attraction* 

To-day there is a wealth of new building 

materials to inspire new concepts in architectural 

design* The choice of these materials and the 

handling of them to produce graceful proportions in 

line, form, and mass, end proper blending of color 

and materials will lead to beautiful and effective 

theatre design* 

Theatres, being essentially commercial 

buildings, should not only be architecturally pleas¬ 

ing but should also advertise and compel attention 

as well* The use of glass in conjunction with light 

offers the best solution since structural glass forms 

can be made equally effective as both night and day 

architecture* 

Durable, lustrous, reflecting metals are 

now available to the lighting designer* Along with 

these he may select from a wide variety of new trans- 
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lucent materials} marble, plastic, new glasses, 

glass block, rods, tuber, and moulded forms, in a 

wide range of colors* Also there are new types of 

incandescent lamps, electric discharge lamps of new 

concept which add much to the flexibility in faci¬ 

lities at the disposal of the designer* 

In other words, the.exact form of the 

universal cinema cannot be predicted, but the ele¬ 

ments of mass, fora, area, texture, line, color, and 

material, must be so treated in relation to one an¬ 

other that the compost!on is in harmonious balance* 

Along with a background of history to help the des¬ 

igner, (to avoid pitfalls) I believe we may well 

expect some refreshing solution to the problem with¬ 

out too much expenditure* If a certain idea is to 

be expressed, the elements should be so arranged 

that those that best express that idea are favored, 

while other elements are subordinated or removed* 

Ibis will be the final test of design ability* 

In conclusion it will be well to note 

that the properly designed motion picture house of 
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this age will depend upon a union of effort on the 

part of a number of contributing workers# It is 

well that the architect be a spécialest but even so 

the construction of the motion picture theatre pres¬ 

ents a great many technical problems of acoustics, 

lighting, structural requirements, air condition¬ 

ing, etc#, with which he probably will need assist¬ 

ance# The incorporation of all these elements into 

the design of a successful building will depend on 

a group effort under the supervision of the architect# 

Of course both extremes of design methods 
m * > 

will result in inadequate housês# The English prac¬ 

tice of not using an architect produces emotionally 

dead cinemas, while amateurish efforts of an unaided 

architect often results in poor vision and auditory 

effects* 

The very newest In ovations in motion 

picture theatre design have to do with distinctly 

different types of movie presentation* 

The first is the increasingly popular 

newsreel theatres which depend on a very judicious 
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use of limited space because of the constant traf¬ 

fic of patrons. Usually now the practice is to con¬ 

serve space by placing the projector behind the scre- 
28 

en which is chemically treated to be translucent* 

The second type os the new drive-in out¬ 

door theatre* There is some debate as to whether 

this may be called a theatre, but in a broad use of 

the term, I believe it justifies description at this 

point'* It consists of a screen placed before suc¬ 

ceeding terraces for automobile patrons* These pat¬ 

rons remain in their cars and enjoy the show with 

the help of sound apparatus and refreshments served 

where they sit* Each terrace is high enough that 

the patron can see abvoe the car just ahead of him. 

and the screen is large enough so that a great num- 

ber of cars can be accommodated* The justification 

for inclusion here is that I believe that this new 

amusement is destined for a great popularity and 

will probably assume a quite definite form in the 
■# 

future* 

I believe that the picture thus portrayed 

28 
Example* 
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by the inception, rapid rise, and development in ’ 

less than fifty years, of motion picture theatre 

architecture is indicative of the rapid change and 

complexity of all modern architecture# The rapid 

perfection of mechanical devices and common accep¬ 

tance of innovations undreamed of a few years ago as 

illustrated in movie architecture is a reflection 

of the terrific pace of the life in which we live# 

An age that sees the invention, full development, 

and discord in a single generation of so utilitarian 
• <LCAU f 8 I 

a thing as the street car, will demand archtarian 

perfection both aesthetically aid functionally in 

its characteristic entertainment house, which by 

all traditional standards should still be in its 

architectural babyhood* nevertheless, this baby is 

already threatened with extinction by the advent of 

another novelty, the perfection of television for 

general public consumption* It is certainly too 

early to predict whether the latter \vill replace the 

cinema or not, but at least the cinema has yet a 

few years of grace and indications are that modern 

business methods may impede the progress of tele- 
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vision to protect the huge motion picture investment* 

At any rate* recent events abroad have shown us 

that the only possible understandirg of events and 

trends political, social or otherwise must be taken 

in stride; not month by month, or day by day, but 

hour by hour* 
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